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Hank, Trent, and David,
Good Morning,

Thank you for the opportunity extended to Brite Rigid Frame Buildings, in
providing the right solution for the HR91 Tennis project. This new structure will
allow you the additional flexibility for court demand to handle the overflow. And
during the Oklahoma mid-summer extreme heat, you will have a great alternative
in providing additional covered courts.
The attached pricing proposal responds to the recent site meeting, and
discussions on those objectives, you want to achieve. The structure is designed
as “partial open”, which allows for the greatest flexibility for future accessory
additions. Termination of the exterior membrane is at 12’ on all sides, leaving a
manageable height for any backdrop curtains, or wall system, you might be
thinking of adding. Also attached are concept drawings, site specific, and
compliant to your local codes.
I have included the PE exterior membrane, the preferred choice from our
meeting. It comes with a 15 year warranty, and has a historical reputation for long
life, and self-cleaning characteristics. Standard colors include white, and the
popular sand stone tan. You might want to consider an additional border color, a
nice side panel accent.
I look forward to your questions, and the next steps in moving this project
forward. I also can offer some help with other aspects of the overall scope of
work, to complete the overall project budget.

Regards,

Rennie Turner,
Consultant – Sports, Gaming, & Events
BRFB, Inc. Direct: 443.397.5800, -or- Direct: 405.693.2477
rturner@rfbuildings.com -or- Greenspring4solutions@gmail.com
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